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TANZANIA
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All the superlatives you've heard about the Serengeti are true. It's not
Tanzania's most legendary national park for no reason; it’s also where you
can witness the Great Migration.
WORDS: IGA MOTYLSKA \ @IGAMOTYLSKA

in the Serengeti
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IN-FLIGHT

THE VAST AND EVERCHANGING LANDSCAPE
OF THIS WILDLIFE
SANCTUARY IS HOME
TO THE LARGEST
CONCENTRATION OF
WILDLIFE ON EARTH.
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Mohamed points in the distance and as I
gaze out over the plains, I make out a pride
of feasting lions by the crimson carcass. I
mistake a herd of elephants for boulders and
lose a cheetah as it camouflages itself yellow.
At this height, the location of the game drive
vehicles below is only visible by the fine dust
they churn up.
We float higher. Silence enfolds us. The
wind directs us.

IT IS ESTIMATED
THAT 1.7 MILLION
WILDEBEEST,
260 000 ZEBRA AND
470 000 GAZELLE
UNDERTAKE THE
GREAT MIGRATION
EACH YEAR.
Soon the wind begins to play a game of
chance as it chooses where we'll land. Luck is
in our favour as, after clinking our champagne
glasses, we trace our way back to the lion kill
for a close-up.
We sit in the stillness and watch some
buck grazing, before heading off for our own
English breakfast in the shade of an umbrella
acacia tree. From a nearby watering hole, we
hear hippo grunts.
By the time we finish, the day is still wiping
sleep from its eyes and we go off on a daylong safari in search of the leopard we caught
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afari means journey in Kiswahili. Indeed,
we're on a journey, exploring the nearly
15 000km2 expanse of the Serengeti
National Park in Tanzania. We are tracing the
path of what is known as the Great Migration,
an annual migration undertaken by hundreds
of thousands of wildebeest, zebra, gazelles
and other game in search of available grazing
on the Serengeti plains.
The Serengeti gives you a sense of neverending space. Its name derives from the
Maasai’s word Serengit, which means the
place where the land moves on forever.
We're exploring the vast and ever-changing
landscape of this wildlife sanctuary that is
home to the largest concentration of wildlife
on earth, in search of some of its 70 large
mammals, approximately 500 bird species
and many smaller critters.
An early morning hot-air balloon ride with
Serengeti Balloon Safaris is the best way to
get this sense of space and place. The sun
illuminates the grasslands with streaks of
gold. Mohamed, our pilot, releases the blast
valve on the burner as we get too close to
the ground. The higher our altitude, the
further the horizon stretches. Its flat contours
are only broken in a few places with acaciacovered granite hills.
We rise so that the line of running
wildebeest resembles a row of ants marching
back to their anthill. Animal tracks radiate
from the main roads into the grass. Hundreds
of them crisscross one another like the veins
of a leaf, converging at the road, and then
diverging again in the grass.
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TANZANIA

AN EARLY MORNING HOT
AIR BALLOON RIDE WITH
SERENGETI BALLOON SAFARIS
IS THE BEST WAY TO GET THIS
SENSE OF SPACE AND PLACE.

in our headlights at dawn, as well as the treeclimbing lions we've heard so much about.
Neither disappoint, and both give themselves
away by their swishing tails. "That's often
how I spot them," says our guide, Joseph
Meducane. "I look at the trees and try to find
something unusual about them or see if the
tree moves." I try employ his technique, but
Joseph always sees them first.
Although it's somewhat unusual for lions
to climb trees, they've been defying gravity
in this part of Tanzania since Joseph can
remember. Legend has it that they take to
the horizontal branches to get away from the
maddening bites of the tsetse flies or perhaps
to get a better vantage point at what's on
offer in the distance. Perhaps it's even to see
the Great Migration when it comes around.
Our eight-day safari in a customised, opentop Jeep through Tanzania’s northern circuit
begins in Lake Manyara National Park, which
is famed for its many lakes and extensive bird
life. It takes us to Ngorongoro Conservation
Area, which is home to the world's largest
inactive and intact volcanic crater. This Unesco
Natural World Heritage Site is home to around
25 000 animals and has been recognised for
its diversity of flora and fauna. The Masaai
live in villages on the outskirts of this threemillion-year-old crater bowl, which is 19km
across and 610m deep, covering 260km2.
In February, wildebeest start to gather
around Ngorongoro Crater and the
southern Serengeti ahead of calving season.
Hundreds of thousands of animals become
indistinguishable from the next and they
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blur with the horizon. By May and June
when the calves are strong enough and have
eaten the grass to its roots, the wildebeest
begin walking northwards. Predators trail
behind them and vultures circle above.
They undertake this annual 2 000km loop
following the rains, from the southern parts
of the Serengeti along the Grumeti River
which they cross around June and July, to the
north-western plains of the national park,
and onwards to Kenya’s Maasai Mara where
they cross the crocodile-infested Mara River
around July and August.
This ancient migratory pattern will see
countless members of the two-million strong
herd of wildebeest, zebras and gazelles die,
either from thirst, hunger, exhaustion or by
the clenched jaw of predators. This spectacle
between predator and prey is a reminder of
the circle of life, as they are innately driven by
instinct and the promise of water and grass in
an endless journey that will see only some of
them return to the Serengeti by October.
A day in the Serengeti is humbling.
No wonder it is one of the Seven Natural
Wonders of Africa.

Iga Motylska was a guest of
eXplore Plus Travel & Tours:
www.exploreplus.co.za and
+27 12 808 3308. The HerdTracker
app by Discover Africa tracks
the movement of the
Great Migration.
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